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Topics

• Discretization of fractured systems. 
– Coupled flow and mechanics.
– Accurate flow near fractures.

• Upscaling and solvers for fractured systems. 
– Upscaling-based spatial solvers.
– Efficient time-integration.



Problem setting

• Heat extraction from highly fractured low-
permeable rocks. 

• Dependent on simultaneous modeling of fluid 
flow and heat conduction in rock and 
fractures. 

• Typical uncertainties associated with 
geological media encourages efficient solvers 
with the perspective of stochastic realizations.



Representing fractured media

• Finite volume discretizations chosen to 
discretize conservation equations 
(mass, momentum and energy). 

• Key challenges: 
– Fluid flow near fracture-matrix interface.
– Mechanical deformation of fractured systems. 

• Requires development of discrete constitutive 
laws. 



Fracture deformation

• Changing fluid pressure leads to opening and 
closing of fracture aperature. 

• Process governed by coupled mass and 
momentum conservation equations together 
with Darcy and Hooke’s laws. 

• New methods developed to handle 
deformable fractured porous media 
consistently with finite volume methods. 



Discretization of poroelasticity

• Conservation of fluid mass:
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• Conservation of fluid momentum (Darcy):
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• Conservation of solid momentum:
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MPFA MPSA Coupling



Numerical convergence (MPSA)

(Model-grid, Deformation error Stress error)

Nordbotten, (submitted)



Fractured example (fully coupled)

• Injection and pumping from an aquifer with 
existing fractures

Nordbotten, (submitted)



Accurate flow near fractures

• Challenge: 
– Extreme contrasts in physical dimensions and 

material properties have dominating impact on 
flow. 

– Accurate discretizations are challenging in this 
setting. 

• Approach: Generalize standard «orthogonal» 
discretizations to accomodate complex near-
fracture flow.



Fluid and heat flow



Example calculations

• Artificial fracture network
chosen to test methods.

• Injection/production
system with no heat
capacity (passive tracer).

• Benchmarked against 
earlier («orthogonal») methods. 



Simulation results

Pressure Temperature Production

20% lower recovery predicted with new method 
(MPFA) compared to existing method (TPFA) for 
this problem. 

Sandve, Berre, Nordbotten (2012)



Large-scale computations

• Discretization of complex systems leads to 
large systems of linear (and non-linear) 
equations. 

• Two possible strategies: 
– Simplify system and have fewer unknowns. 
– Make a fast solver and keep all unknowns. 

• We seek to utilize both strategies 
simultaneously. 



Why inexact linear solvers

• Modeling error: Negligible – 𝑂𝑂(1)
• Parameter error: Negligible – 𝑂𝑂(1)
• Formal discretization error: 

𝑂𝑂(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 100𝑚𝑚,𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕 = 104𝑠𝑠)
• Numerical error in non-linear systems: 𝑂𝑂(1)
• Error in Newton iteration: 𝑂𝑂(10−10)
• Error in linear solver: 𝑂𝑂(10−10)



Our approach
• Aggregation based coarsening of dual and primal 

grids. 
• Shape functions are discrete PDE-harmonic 

(multi-scale) with «some» boundary conditions.
• Test functions are piecewise constant. 
• RHS consistent with Schur-complement 

formulation.
• Gauss-Seidel smoothing (when relevant).
• Multi-level post-processing of solution.
• A posteriori error bounds. 

Keilegavlen and Nordbotten, (submitted)



Interpretations

• Variant of non-overlapping domain 
decomposition method (Schur-complement 
method).

• Applied as a single iteration: Multiscale basis 
functions (Multiscale control-volume method).

• Without post-processing: Flow-based 
upscaling method.

• Applied with minimal coarsening: A multigrid 
variant for non-symmetric discretizations. 



Application to fractured media



Temperature – Inexact flow
A B C

Exact Upscaled/MS Inexact 

Sandve, Keilegavlen, Nordbotten, (in press)



Temperature – Inexact energy

Exact Single cont. Dual cont. Inexact

Sandve, Berre, Keilegavlen, Nordbotten, (submitted)



Efficient time-integration

• Extremely efficient methods exist for «nearly 
linear» systems. 

• Are geothermal problems «nearly linear»?
• Idea:

– Exploit the fact that linear problems are 
exponential functions solve systems of linear 
differential equations. 



Application

Tambue, Berre, Nordbotten, (2013)



Conclusions

• Flow, heat, and deformation can be combined 
in compatible finite volume discretizations.

• Discretization requires careful attention to 
near-fracture details. 

• Fast solvers can be constructed around a 
multiscale/upscaling framework.

Progress requires a holistic view of modeling, 
discretization, upscaling and solvers. 
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